Our work

Directional Drilling in
Devon
Our recent Western Gas Alliance
(WGA) works at Newton Road,
Devon were part of a wider series
of replacements and improvements
being made, quite literally under the
feet of local residents.

start, middle and end of the pipe.
These points were the only
disrupted parts of the road surface,
which would mean less repair work
afterwards and a more speedy
return to full road use.

According to the original gas
network plan, the main service pipe
ran through Kingkerswell, Newton
Abbot to allow sufficient pressure
to be provided at times of high
demand. Investigation of the main
pipe revealed a gap, as detailed in
Image no.1. The purpose of this
project was to insert the service
pipe where none had been laid,
ensuring a more constant,
dependable and regular flow of gas
in future.

How it works:
The horizontal drilling is conducted
using a system which allows fine
changes of direction via a remote
operator who has access to
telemetry information from the drill
head and the operative who
monitors it from ground level,
shown in Image no.2.
Image 2

Image 1

Maximising efficiency
through modern
methods
Older methods of pipe laying would
have required a long trench to have
been dug along the length of the
pipe so that the new main could be
inserted and secured into position.
Our modern, efficient approach
employed directional drilling
(allowing long sections of pipe to
be inserted under the ground
without the need to dig trenches)
which minimised disruption to the
residents and motorists, as well as
local businesses.
Completing this operation required
digging out three chambers, at the
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Using this method, both engineers
are able to monitor and steer the
direction of the drill to accommodate
bends in the road or changes in
height, whilst keeping the resulting

tunnel at constant depth (in this
case 1.6m) below the surface.
Blow holes are used to provide a
safety valve, meaning less pressure
is applied to the asphalt surface,
further hastening the return of the
road to full use.

Towards a less disruptive
future
Directional drilling such as this is
now a major staple of our gas
mains replacement works across
many areas in the UK. For example,
on our contract with Cadent Gas,
we have replaced enough pipes to
reach Cuba, whilst making every
attempt to minimise disruption for
the communities in which we work.
The careful way we undertook this
particular operation meant that a
local petrol station was able to
continue serving the public
throughout, even though the drilling
took place under their access
points, only a few feet away from its
underground storage tanks.

SHEQ

Monitoring
Vibration
A study has been conducted on
our Dŵr Cymru Welsh Water
contract to capture robust data to
support vibration risk assessments.
Ten jetting operators took part in the study which covered
the use of various plant including:

• Van packs (high pressure jetting machines)
• City Flex (for jetting and suction tasks in
densely populated areas)
• Combination unit tanker (specialising in
removing silt, liquid waste and debris)
MUS SHEQ Advisor Ben Bamber explains: “Determining
vibration levels during high pressure water jetting activities
is a priority. Various factors can affect vibration from jetting
equipment including the use of the jetting nozzle, the pressure
the machine is operating at, and the equipment for the work
being undertaken. In addition, we know that large variances
in work operation, tool condition and operator proficiency are
likely to exist and should therefore be included in a thorough
risk assessment.
“To gather exposure level data, REACTEC HAVwear devices
were worn on the operators’ wrists. In addition to tool vibration
monitoring and recording, the monitors also gathered data of
the actual exposure the user was subjected to. The HAVwear
informs the user of their exposure by calculating and displaying
real-time exposure points.
“Sound and vibration alerts inform the user if their personalised
exposure thresholds, which can be set for individual user
requirements, have been reached. A Bluetooth feature on the
device also allows supervisors to view exposure risk levels at
any time via a smartphone app.”
Data from the wrist units was transmitted to an online analytics
platform and reports can be viewed online or via automated
email. Alerts can also be sent to inform managers of threshold
breaches.
Ben adds: “The HAVwear device allows us to gauge vibration
levels and ensure awareness of potential risks which we can
proactively address by rotating tools or adjusting performance.

“Going forward, jetting activities will be sampled periodically to
monitor vibration magnitudes throughout the life of the jetting
unit, ensuring risk assessments are based on valid data.
“We plan to expand the use of monitors over the contract.
Civil and reinstatement teams will be monitored and data
gathered to ensure our vibration risk assessments remain robust
and vibration exposure is as low as is practicable.”
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